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Conch on Bonaire

The Conch Restoration project in Lac, Bonaire is part of a three-year 
initiative funded by the Dutch Postcode Lottery called “We ARE the 
World”. The project aims to demonstrate ecosystem restoration in action.

The project was launched in August 2010 by the national park management 
organization, STINAPA Bonaire, with a goal to reverse the dwindling of 
the conch population surrounding the island and in particular within Lac 
Bay. Years ago Lac was inhabited by a large number of conch and many 
other species, however, over!shing has pushed this species to the brink 
of extinction on Bonaire. This report describes the progress of the Conch 
Restoration project during its second year. 
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Sabine Engel, Project Marine Biologist 
Born in 1953 in Holland, raised on Curaçao, Netherlands Antilles. I studied marine biology 
in Holland and part of my research was done on the reefs of Curaçao, studying the 
recruitment of corals. I have worked in Suriname for the Fisheries Department, in India 
and Sri Lanka on mariculture for artisanal !sherman, and in Niger setting up a !sheries 
curriculum. In Lac Bay, Bonaire I surveyed the queen conch stock, and the status of 
Seagrass beds in 2007. Presently studying the occurrence, growth and ecology of a red 
crustose alga on the backreef of Lac Bay with CIEE. And of course, working as marine 
biologist for the ‘Conch Restoration Project’. 

Merel Notten, Project Filmmaker
I studied scenario-writing and directing drama/documentary in The Netherlands. I’ve 
worked as a freelance editor, director and teacher in !lm and television. I !rst lived on 
Bonaire in 1998 and return frequently as it is my second home base. On the island together 
with the foundation Komakia I directed a short series of dramatized educational shows on 
drugs and criminality and worked on a !lm about Antillean music and its roots, produced 
by Bonanza Film. I began documenting the Conch Restoration Project in 2010. 

Diana Sint Jago, Project Rare Pride Coordinator
Born on Curaçao, I spent two years in Holland before I came to Bonaire in 1970. I 
was raised on Bonaire. After highschool, I worked as a stewardess for ALM/KLM. I 
lived in Holland for eight years and moved back to Bonaire in 1992, seven weeks 
after my son was born. I worked seven years for the government on Bonaire and 
ten years in tourism. I changed course following a course on education science, 
psychology, sociology and didactics. I was approached by the coordination of a rare 
pride campaign on island. This was an opportunity to get involved with the local 
community teaching kids the importance of all aspects of nature, especially on the 
queen conch. 

Christian Lee Anderson, STINAPA Ranger, Lac Bay
I was born in San Antonio, Texas in 1982 and I am a dedicated ranger to Lac Bay. While 
living in Bonaire for more than 20 years, I have become aware that STINAPA is working 
hard to protect and conserve our nature. I have always been a fan of nature and the 
marine life. With my background in diving, I have great relationships with hotels and 
overall around Bonaire. My job is very important because we want to be able to 
maintain the nature of Lac Bay and help it to become healthier for our future. I like 
to work “hands on” with the daily tasks, for example when patrolling in Lac, helping 
stranded boats, giving information to people visiting the area and catching poachers. 

Gielmon Egbreghts, STINAPA Ranger, Lac Bay
My name is Gielmon Egbreghts, but everybody knows me as Funchi. I am from 
Bonaire, but I have lived a long time in Holland. But Bonaire is the place where I want 
to be, living on my kunuku (local word for farm) near Washikemba with all the animals. 
I love the sea, to !sh, and I have worked in the dive industry. But most people know 
me from the time when I worked with Sea Turtle Conservation Bonaire, protecting the 
sea turtles, building awareness and helping with research. And now I am helping out 
in the ‘Conch Restoration Project’ as well, protecting seagrass beds and keeping an 
eye on things. This is something I like to do: working in the !eld and talking to people 
about the value of nature. Lac Bay is a beautiful area I know very well, both the nature side 
as well as when people are about to do something illegally.

Conch Restoration !eld sta"
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Nice to know: the background

Conch !shing in Lac was an important source of income for the !shermen on Bonaire and 
the meat a popular ingredient of the local cuisine. However, in 1985 the government on 
Bonaire issued a law to protect conch and set rules and regulations such as bag and catch 
limits and closed seasons. Anyone !shing conch was required to have a permit, but until 
the mid-1990s no permits had been issued. Enforcing the legislation proved to be di#cult 
because of the size and remote location of the bay.  

The bay lies on the exposed southeastern side of Bonaire. It is the largest semi-enclosed 
bay in the Dutch Caribbean with a $ooded area of approximately 7.5 square kilometers 
over half of which is open water. Lac is ecologically highly valuable and recognized as a 
wetland of international signi!cance and as an Important Bird Area. In addition, it includes 
three threatened ecosystems: fringing coral reefs, seagrass beds and mangrove forests. It is 
also home to endangered species such as Green Turtle, Stoplight Parrot!sh, Staghorn and 
Elkhorn corals, and Queen Conch. 

The Queen Conch is a giant sea snail of the Strombus family. It is found in warm and shallow 
waters like Lac. As planktonic larvae, they settle in the rubble and sandy areas of the bay 
buried in the bottom for over a year. As sub-adults they can be seen throughout the 
seagrass beds and around the patch reefs of Lac. 

However, recent surveys have shown that the number of conch in the bay is very low with 
only a few adults remaining. The maturing process of a conch is between three to !ve 
years during which it’s shell grows nearly fourfold: between 1-12 months it is up to 60mm, 
an adult can be up to 230mm and weigh approximately !ve pounds. Both snail and shell 
are in high demand by islanders and tourists alike and are the reason why conch is being 
poached extensively. 
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The conch project started in 2010 as a last resort to save the conch. The project aims to 
allow Bonaireans to become the custodians of this valuable resource.  Poaching must be 
stopped so that the conch population has a chance to recover and in the future everyone 
can enjoy its presence. 

The project consists of three components: an awareness campaign for the locals, an 
enforcement aspect, and a scienti!c research program. During the !rst year, conch in Lac 
was tagged to identify and follow growth and migration for the duration of the project.  
The awareness campaign focused on media coverage, outreach, relationship-building with 
!shermen, and the enforcement e"orts focused on liaising with island o#cials as well as 
increasing surveillance.
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Activities in the past period: what has been done and 
changes ahead

Scienti!c side
Progress on the scienti!c side of the project was made and the understanding for conch 
improved. A survey conducted between February and April 2012 found 251 conch, whereas 
at the beginning of the project in 2010 only 28 conch were found. However, this number 
is still far too small for the successful reproduction of conch. It is estimated that 80 conch 
per hectare are necessary for breeding conch to !nd a mate. To increase conch population, 
the possibility of relocation of individuals or eggs will be evaluated. A hydrology expert will 
assist in determining if the eggs would get washed away into the mangroves or if they will 
be able to settle into Lac.

Consultations with marine biologist and conch specialist Bob Glazer have yielded valuable 
insight into tagging methods. Due to the tagging e"orts, movement and growth of conch 
has been extensively monitored. 

To improve water $ow to the mangroves and ensure a good supply and circulation of 
seawater, clearing of channels has continued by the !shermen engaged in the project. 
A novelty of this year was the !shermen’s children participating in the clearing activities 
without receiving payment, just because they realize how important it is. 

Legality and Enforcement
Poaching remains the most serious threat to a healthy conch population in Lac. Poachers 
can enter from various locations and hide between the mangrove trees. When they see a 
Ranger, they drop their catch and return later to collect it. Poaching increased during three 
occasions in the past year: during Easter holidays, when people camped at Lac, and when 
tourists from the neighboring islands arrived to celebrate special events on Bonaire. To 
further strengthen surveillance, a new !sherman, Gielmon Egbreght, has been added to the 
team. The !shermen do not only support the Rangers with surveillance and enforcement, 
they are also an important link to the local population as advocates of the project. 

Another important aspect is to ensure the legality of consumed conch. Conch falls under 
the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES), which helps to 
regulate import. On Bonaire this means queen conch can only be imported if it comes 
from a country with a viable and sustainable stock.  The import needs to be accompanied 
with a CITES export licence. At the end of February 2012, STINAPA Bonaire began an 
inventory of import and CITES compliance on Bonaire, and of local consumption and use 
of conch products. STINAPA Bonaire is liaising with island o#cials to ensure the adequate 
enforcement of CITES import regulations of conch (i.e. permits and labelling).  Furthermore, 
the sale of conch in restaurants and groceries is being monitored to ensure legality. For the 
next year stronger outreach is planned to emphasize the protected status of conch. Tourists 
from the neighboring islands will be greeted at the airport with a banner asking them not 
to order conch because it is protected on Bonaire. Furthermore, coasters with the same 
message will be produced and distributed to bars and restaurants. 

Summary
In the second year of the Conch Restoration Project understanding of conch was 
improved, another !shermen was added to the surveillance team and the awareness 
campaign created a buzz about conch and the project itself and motivated many people 
to take action. 
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Conclusion
The project has signi!cantly raised 
awareness amongst the islanders that 
the protection of conch is necessary and 
that its extinction by poachers needs 
to be halted. However, this awareness 
needs to reach all of the islanders in 
order to have the necessary impact.

Awareness campaign
The outreach campaign has been a huge success as it generated a tremendous amount of 
interest on the island. Highlights include: the development and airing of 90 second radio 
$ashes along with the conch jingle; new conch and seagrass fact sheets; conch information 
panels at Lac; the bumper sticker contest campaign; and the brand new children’s book 
and accompanying workbook about the long voyage of the small ‘Lobatus’ for all the 
children on the island.

The !lm editor and videographer Merel Norten has continued producing short 
documentaries called “Trese Karko Bek” that are aired as episodes on local television. The 
episodes are produced frequently and enjoy much popularity. They have created a buzz 
about the project and conch in general.

These joint e"orts of the awareness campaign have motivated young Bonaireans to 
dedicate their time and e"orts to the conch project. Under the guidance of !lmmaker Merel 
Notten, the Junior Rangers of STINAPA have chosen the conch project as their !lm topic to 
conclude their education as a Junior Ranger. The afterschool program “Jong Bonaire” has 
decided to include the conch project in their yearly calendar, which for 2013 will feature 
environmental projects applying advanced techniques in research. 

After another poaching incident, Diana St. Jago (Outreach Coordinator) and Sabine Engel 
(Project Biologist) gave two television interviews informing the public about the poaching 
problem and pointing out that poachers are taking conch that is far too small. The message 
was: if poaching is not halted chances are that the conch will become extinct on Bonaire. 
These interviews motivated the public to denounce poachers and to avoid purchasing 
illegal conch. The general public has now started to inform STINAPA regularly when they 
!nd heaps of empty conch shells indicating that poaching occurred. One tip took the team 
to an area on the road to Rincon where they found several conch shells. This incident shows 
that the poachers do not come from the villages close to Lac but from all over the island.



A look into the future

To further strengthen the project the Bonaireans have to develop a feeling that the poachers 
are stealing from them personally, which will lead to a strong desire to stop this criminal act. 
Only with a complete halt to poaching might the conch population recover su#ciently to 
allow for sustainable conch !shery in the near future. In that future, Bonaireans will again be 
able to not only consume conch as an important item on their traditional menu, but also 
have an income from the !shery. 

Planned activities for the next year are: the production of banners and coasters, continuation 
with the popular documentaries, delivering the new book to every child on Bonaire and 
the accompanying workbook to schools, and re-strategize enforcement with di"erent 
stakeholders such as rangers, district attorney, and ex-poachers. 
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